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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a number of intervening terms for the weak majorization 
,IJ’i(A” ‘1 a Qh(A’) for k=l,Z ,..., n, 
where A, B > 0. More specifically, it proves for r E (0, l] that 
a zfikhi(AB) for k = l,...,n. 
It also shows that behind many of these inequalities are stronger ones. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A > 0 denote that the matrix A is positive definite, and A >, 0 that 
it is positive semidefinite. The matrix ordering A > B is then defined by 
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A - B > 0, where A, B need only be Hermitian matrices. Similarly, A - B 
> 0 is equivalent to A > B. For A > 0, it is possible to define A’, where 
r > 0, in terms of the rth power of its eigenvalues. Similarly, for A > 0, 
log A is well defined, where the logarithm used has exponential base. (See [2, 
p. 5541.) 
Two fundamental results used throughout this paper are 
A > B > 0 implies A’>B’>O for r~[O,l], 
A > B > 0 implies log A > log B 
(see [2, p. 5391). 
The Ha&mm-d product of two matrices A, B of the same dimensions is 
defined by A 0 B = (aijbij). Schur’s closure theorem shows that if A, B > 0 
then so is A 0 B z 0. Should A, B > 0, then A 0 B > 0 (see [2, p. 3091). 
Let the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix A be denoted by hi(A), 
i = l,..., n. These are always assumed to be ordered as 
A,( A) > h,( A) > *** > A,( A). 
With this notation we note that 
A > B > 0 implies hi(A) > h,(B) > 0 for i = l,...,n, 
(see [l, p. 4751). 
Let a = (a,, . . . , aJT and b = (b,, . . . , b,lT be two real vectors whose 
entries are ordered as 
Then a is said to weakly mjorize b if 
ihi< iai for k= l,...,n. 
i=l i=l 
Should equality occur for k = n, then a is said to mujorize b. A fundamental 
application of this concept to matrix theory is Schur’s majorization theorem 
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(see [l, p. 218]), which states that the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix H 
majorize the diagonal entries of H (i.e. I 0 H). 
If a majorizes b and a > 0, b > 0, then 
tfikbi > ~CZ, for k = l,...,n 
i=k 
(see [l, p. 1171). 
This is a weak multiplicative majorization and is the central theme of this 
paper. We note that should 
,fjl’i = fi"i3 
i=l 
then a majorizes b in a multiplicative sense. 
2. MAJORIZATIONS 
It is clear that an ordering of matrices, A > B, is stronger than an 
ordering of their eigenvalues, i.e. hi(A) > A,(B). This in turn is stronger 
than a weak majorization result between the eigenvalues of A, B. The first 
result, given in the lemma below, is a matrix ordering one. 
LEMMA 1.1. Fur A, B > 0 and r > 0, r-l 1ogfA’ 0 B’) decreuses as r 
decreases. 
Proof. We commence by noting the following established inequality for 
positive definite matrices A and B: 
AroB’< (AG)’ for O<r<l (1) 
(see [6, Theorem 41). 
Since the left hand side is positive definite by Schur’s closure theorem, we 
have, on taking logarithms on each side, 
r -’ log( A’0 B’) < log( A0 B) for O<r<l. 
Now let r = p/q, where 0 < p < q. Then 
z log( A P’9 0 BP/q) 6 log( A 0 B), 
P 
(la> 
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which becomes, 
p-l log( AP 0 BP) Q 4-l log( A4 0 ZV) 
on replacing A, B by Aq, Bq respectively in (la). W 
Clearly, the decrease of r-l log( A’ 0 B’) with decreasing r suggests a 
limit of some kind Before establishing this limit, the next result finds the 
limit of the special case r-l log(Z 0 A’). 
LEMMA 1.2. For A > 0, 
r-l log( Z 0 A’) + Z 0 log A as r-+0. 
Proof. Let A have a unitary decomposition A = UDU* where U = 
C”ij), i,j = 1 , . . . , n with UU* = Z and 
D = diag(A,(A),...,h,(A)) > 0. 
The ith entry of the diagonal matrix (I 0 A’)l/’ is given by 
I< Z 0 Ar)l’r}ji = 2 Iuik12A;( A) 
! k=l 1 
l/r 
. 
Since C;= r lUik12 = 1 for i = 1,. . . , n (this follows from UU* = Z), the right 
hand side above ‘is a power mean of order r for the n positive numbers 
h,(A),..., A,(A) and possesses the convergence property 
f or i = l,..., n (see [3, p. 151). 
On taking logarithms, these products become 
k$r~~ik[2 log hi(A) for i = I 
which are the diagonal entries of Z 0 log A. 
as r-0 
.,n, 
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COROLLARY 1.2. Zf A, B > 0 then 
log( Z 0 A’0 B’)l’r -+ Zo(log A + log B) as r -+ 0. 
Proof. This follows immediately from 
(1 o A’ o B’)l’r = (1 o A’)l’r o( Z o B’)l’r 
and the above result. ??
Two results of Ando are used in the next theorem (see [4, pp. 235-2361). 
These apply to positive definite matrices A, B and are 
AoB < (ZoA2~B2) l/2 (2) 
and 
Zo(log A + log B) =G log( A0 B). (3) 
THEOREM 1. For A, B > 0, 
r -’ log( A'0 B’) + Z “(log A + log B) as r + 0. 
Proof. From (3) for T > 0, 
Zo(log A’ + log B’) < log( A’0 B’), 
which is 
Zo(log A + log B) f r-’ log( A’0 B’), 
since log A’ = r log A. 
By @), 
(4) 
r -‘log(A’oB’) < r-‘log(Z0 Azro Bzr)li2 
= (2r)-‘log(Z0 Azro B”). 
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By Lemma 1.2, the right hand side has a limit of Z o(log A + log B), which 
is precisely the lower bound of r-l log( A’ 0 B’) in (4). ??
COROLLARY 1. For A, B > 0 and 0 < r < 1, 
A,(1 0 (log A + log B)) 
AJog A + log B) for k = l,...,n. 
Proof. The first inequality follows immediately by taking the eigenvalues 
of each side of (1). 
By Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 1, r-l log(A’o B’) decreases to Z ~(log A 
+ log B) as r J 0, and so log h:/‘( A’ 0 B’) decreases to h,(Z ~(log A + 
log B)) as r J 0. This yields the second inequality of the corollary. 
The last inequality is no more than an application of Schur’s majorization 
theorem, since on taking logarithms on each side we have 
~h,(Z~(logA+logB)) a k*,(logA+logB) for k=l,...,n 
i=k i=k 
with equality for k = 1. 
The last inequality of Corollary 1 provides a link between the previous 
Hadamard product inequalities and possible ones which involve conventional 
matrix multiplication. To progress further on this possibility another result is 
needed, called the Lie product formula (see [2, p. 4961). This states that for 
any square complex matrices F, G of the same dimension 
lim (em -‘Fem-lG)m = eF+G, 
where m belongs to the set of positive integers. Now let F = log A, 
G = log B, where A, B are positive definite matrices. This produces 
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em -‘F = A’/“, e”-‘G = Bl/“, and so 
This implies that 
lim A:( A’/“B’/“) = eh(k ‘4+l% B), 
m+m 
which may be rewritten as 
(5) 
by a continuity argument. 
Wang and Gong showed (see [6, Theorem 61) that 
*Q w A’B’) 
increases as r decreases, where 0 < r < 1, and with this we are able to 
extend the inequalities of Theorem 1 in the next theorem, in fact to yield 
multiplicative majorizations. 
THEOREM 2. For A, B > 0 and r E (0, 11, 
ii 
i=k 
e*t(‘% A+‘% B) > %ek ,+;I’( A’B’) 
a %fikAiC AB) for k = l,...,n - 1; 
with equality for k = 1. 
Proof. From (5) 
and using Wang and Gong’s result, we achieve the first inequality. 
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The second inequality comes directly from the article by the latter 
authors. For k = 1, the inequalities become simply 
Trace(log A + log B) = log det AB. ??
REMARKS. The outer inequality 
n n 
z~Ai(AoB) > %gAi(AB) for i = l,...,n 
was originally conjectured by Bapat and Johnson (see [2, p. 3361). The 
sequence of intervening inequalities developed in this paper is analogous to 
one used by Ando in his proof (see [5]), except here the matrix powers for 
A, B > 0 are employed instead of their geometric mean. 
The author would like to thank Professor T. Ando for his interest in this 
paper as well as two fellow mathematicians, John Murchland and Alfred 
l&lover, for their continual encouragement and support. 
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